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What is a robot? 

What makes a robot different  

from any other machine, such  

as a hammer or a bicycle? 



What is a robot? 

Generally speaking, robots are “smart” machines. 

 
A robot may not look like  
a human or an animal. 

The ErgoBot is a robot  

that looks like a car. 



Robots can be programmed 

Robots are electro-mechanical devices that  

contain microprocessors (computer chips)—and  

can be programmed for a variety of behaviors. 

 
 

Like many robots, the ErgoBot  

is able to collect and transmit  

data and information. 



Motion is fundamental to  
robotics. 

 

The ErgoBot knows where 

it  goes 



The ErgoBot can orient 

itself and generate  data. 



ErgoBot has built-in 
motion sensors. 



 

 
Our first project is to 

understand motion with 

constant velocity. So we 

set a target velocity and 

we try move the ErgoBot  

to match the constant 

target  velocity 



Communications 

How do humans communicate with robots? 



Bridging the gap 

High-level programming languages are closer  

to human speech, so they are easier to use. 

I get it! 

programming  

language 

Low-level programming  

languages are closer to  

machine language, so  

they are more efficient. 



At the beginning we communicate with the  

ErgoBot using very high-level commands in  

the form of simple sentences. 

Drive at a velocity  
of 0.2 m/s. 



What is a program? 

A computer program is a  

list of commands written  

in a specific programming  

language to achieve a  

desired task. 



Programming the ErgoBot 

All programming  

languages have certain  

features in common. 

 

 
The ErgoBot has its own  

language designed to help   

learning programming  

concepts quickly and easily. 



Using the interactive 

1. We pair the 

ErgoBot to  our 

computer or  tablet 

and set it to drive 

mode. 

2. Then we write 

commands into  the 

programming  

window. 



Robotics and engineering problems often have multiple solutions.  

Engineers and programmers have a method for helping them find  

the best solution—the engineering design cycle. 

Engineering design cycle 

Problem 



The design cycle involves these  
basic steps: 

• an initial design idea 

• creating and testing a prototype 

• evaluating the results 

• revising your prototype until  

you have an optimal solution 

Using the design cycle 



Constraints 

Possible solutions depend on design constraints –  

such as budget, size, availability of materials, energy  

requirements, and technical limitations. 



Constraints 

For example, when navigating this slalom course, the  
ErgoBot is constrained to move in straight lines. 



Programming 
loops 



What are robots good for? 

Robots have many uses, but  

they are particularly useful for  

performing tasks that are  

repetitious or dangerous. 

A manufacturing robot can be  

programmed to exactly repeat  

the same task over and over,  

without tiring. 



Loops 

To program a robot to repeat a task, the necessary  

commands are placed inside a loop. The ErgoBot’s  

programming language uses a “do loop”. 

 
do 

command A  

command B 

 
loop 4 



Loops 

do: Execute the set of commands below,  
until you reach loop. 

loop: Jump back to do. After 4 repeats,  
continue on with the rest of the program. 

To program a robot to repeat a task, the necessary  

commands are placed inside a loop. The ErgoBot’s  

programming language uses a “do loop”. 

command A  

command B 

do 

loop 4 



Create a square 

We programmed the ErgoBot to 

navigate  in a square path using 

the fewest  commands possible. 



Make a triangle 

We programmed the ErgoBot to 

move in an  triangle. 

60° 60° 

60° 



Program a hexagon 
We programmed the ErgoBot to  

trace a hexagon inscribed in a 

circle of radius 20 cm. 

A 

B 

20 cm 



Mathematics and programming 

A hexagon is composed of six 
equilateral triangles. 

This image gave us some help 

to  determine the turn angles 

for a  hexagonal path. 

20 cm 

x 

B 

A 



Nested loops 

Programmers often “nest” one loop inside another. 

do 

// commands here  

loop 5 

do 

// commands here 

 

 

 

// commands here  

loop 10 

Commands inside the inner  

loop in this example will  

repeat 50 times! 



Programming  

with the  

ErgoBoard 



Finally we used the ErgoBoard to: 

• Explore the features of the ErgoBoard. 

• Use software for creating C programs. 

• Write C programs to navigate the  

ErgoBot. 



Navigating with  

the ErgoBoard 



We programmed the ErgoBot to move in a continuous figure eight 
pattern. 

Figure eights 



Going further 

We predicted the diameter of the circles in the figure eight 

from the  known velocity of the wheels. We checked our 

calculations by  measuring the diameter with a meter stick. 

diameter 



Controlling robots 

Robots can be pre-programmed to  
perform specific tasks. 

This robot is building automobiles.  

It is programmed to repeat a  

specific task over and over in the  

exact same way each time. 



Controlling robots 

Robots can also be programmed  

to change their behavior in  

response to input from sensors. 

 
This vacuum cleaner robot  

uses sensors to avoid  

stairs and obstacles. 



Controlling ErgoBot  

We will watch a video of the 

ErgoBot following a black line 

 
 



Thank you for your attention  


